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Abstract
In the paper are given fundamental support to high level structuring andmodelling of the building
process. The concept of a knowledge node is explained and demonstrated in ongoing research
projects together with industry. The enabling technologies accounted for are rich user interfaces in
the form of multimedia, the World Wide Web, relational databases, and object-oriented languages
as Java. The main conclusions from research projects combining a holistic visionary approach and
practical implementations are that the described knowledge nodes with underlying general models
act well as both distributed knowledge containers and knowledge communication tools both during
the design of the node itself and its later targeted use.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Construction Informatics Digital Library http://itc.scix.net/
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The building industry as well as other parts of social life is facing a gigantic paradigm shift. This
shift is characterized by the improvement of the art of communication following the art of writing
(2500 b.c.) and the art of printing (1400a.c.). The ongoing change process is best managed by the
industry and academia together. Information Technology, IT, is used both in thereadymade systems
we develop but also in the actual process of the design and development of them. We must together
climb a ladder of maturation which can be characterized as;
no knowledge about possibilities with IT (advantages unknown)
interest arise but no action (we believe in usefulness but lack insight and competence)
interest is turned into action (we integrate IT but in a sporadic and unsystematic way)
action (IT is integrated in the system development process)

It is easy to get frustrated as we are confronted with the paramount technological development
speed. This development will be even more accelerated as the globe shrinks to a global village with
much higher utilization of available human brain resources. The visible progress due to introduction
of enabling information technologies is partly limited but the competence and deep understanding
of the problem areas has spread in wither circles.

A team of persons are involved in the design and building of knowledge nodes. Besides participants
from the application areas (Building Research Council, SKANSKA Contractor, Manufacturing and
Food industry, Lund University etc.) KBS-Media Lab researchers with different specialties
participate; Uno Engborg database design and system level programming, FredrikStjernfeldt user
modelling, interface and artistic design, World Wide Web programming and initially
Johan
Bergquist icon design and the author conceptual design,modelling, and implementation.

2.

THE PARADIGM SHIFT

2.1 Change process
There are some important issues we must try to concretize for an efficient management of the
change process caused by IT-tools incorporation;
1 Assoc. Prof. Per Christiansson, KBS-Media Lab, Lund University, Sweden. http://delphi.kstr.lth.se/
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how is collaboration and synergism between different humans (competencies)
enhanced?
how is knowledge spread and filtered in the global network?
how can we demonstrate and capture new features caused by IT introduction?
how can we increase consciousness about and change attitudes to IT benefits ?
how can we structure and handle globally spread computer stored knowledge?
how can we contribute and take advantage of multimedia interfaces to computer stored
knowledge?
how will we trade knowledge in future?
how will we integrate the input from billions of environment sensors which will be
connected to the Internet?

-

We believe that it is important to integrate a visionary thinking with practical development to get a
well perceived introduction of IT-tools both in industry and research. Implementation topics and
global experience collection and evaluation are now of central importance if we shall at all be able
to give constructive input when building and using specific IT-tools. Of course we also
analyse the
past during the ongoing change process. But above all we are all engaged in the design of new
artifacts with which we are not yet familiar.
Today we are assembling complex systems with high demands on the competencies of involved
people. The systems are to a much lesser degree than before dependent on material manufacturing
processes than software engineering. In the Oracle Reportnr 1, 1996 we find figure 1 as a practical
example and consequence of the ongoing paradigm shift and new business strategies.

Figure 1
2.2

The business strategy for a Swedish software consulting company,CapProgramator.
From Oracle Rapport nr 1, 1996.

Knowledge communication

In the so called Dynamic Knowledge Net C
( hristiansson, 1993) persons and computer stored
knowledge is dynamically connected in ever changing patterns. Groups of peoples can meet other
groups in different electronic meeting rooms divided by wall screens. Medical doctors can examine
an ear of a patient at another hospital where no specialists are available. At the same time the
student doctors effectively learn new skills by virtually participating in telepresence
a
medical ear
examination.
A more consistent computerstoredknowledge mass will gradually develop on a global scale, where
artificial constraints which today may stop knowledge communication (e.g. due to the absence of
proper books and poor information infrastructures) will degrade. In the same way as material
production has been and will continue to be more efficient the same thing will happen in the
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evolving knowledge industry. That is we will get more free time. In the good scenario this liberation
of human resources will lead to several things
a higher acceptance and utilization of peoples different innate and acquired skills and
competencies,
a much richer and broadband non-human stored knowledge (a wider interpretation of
what is high quality knowledge e.g. a bank of failures and 'bad' taste art),
higher focus on acquiring skills how to learn and assimilate new knowledge.
2.3

Knowledge trading and quality marking

The emerging knowledge industry possesses some new properties due to the growing number of
globally connected computers. The border between sellable and free (paid through common fees as
taxes) will be shifted. New exclusive knowledge items will be retailed, filtered, and packaged for a
wider audience than today. The knowledge stored in persons head will though be as valuable as
today. Knowledge about how we learn to learn will be even more important to package when
schools and universities get more virtual and suited for space independent personal life long
learning.

Figure 2

We are striving towards knowledge welfare compared to material welfare.

The net based payment method will soon be enough safe to permit secure transactions over the
Internet. One service that will grow is that offered by knowledge brokers. Many persons will by
pure interest and other reasons (honor, barter, appreciation) give away what they believe is
important knowledge. We can already today find a lot of frequently asked questions, FAQ, lists and
diversified collections of different persons more or less useful knowledge. Persons or agents can be
asked to search and filter information with a cost for the service provided. In such a rich and
graspable information space it is of great importance that we can judge the quality of the knowledge
or get help from persons with documented good judgment.
We will see more of the type of service that the Networked Computer Science Technical Reports
Library, NCSTRL, offers. This "is an international collection of computer science technical reports
from CS departments and industrial and government research laboratories, made available for
non-commercial and educational use. The NCSTRL collection is distributed among a set of
interoperating servers operated by participating institutions." (NCSTRL, 1996).
Other type of products will be knowledge packages in the form of objects containing e.g. user
models templates or search agents.
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3.

THE KNOWLEDGE NODE CONCEPT?

3.1

What is a knowledge node?

A Knowledge Node is not an expression that you find inMerriam Webster's dictionary. It is merely
a collective term for a new artifact that we are designing.
A knowledge node with our definition is a virtual artifact which
gives access to distributed computer stored knowledge
provide a communication surface between people
Certain characteristics are provided by the knowledge node
adapted multimedia interfaces to the users,
high accessibility and security,
space independent access,
real-time to time independent personal communication support with common
computerized work spaces
a container to the final system under development and a living common distributed
working area, which later can be used for system maintenance.
A node is usually referred to as a point. In this case the knowledge node can be seen as a connecting
point in the DKN. One to several persons who belong to different knowledge domains, se figure 3,
can access it independent of space and time. The application information do not have to flow
through the node but it could be just agents controlling the access to connected knowledge
containers.
The company knowledge node, as in our 'Coocom2' project, may contain company policies and
strategies, experience collection mechanism, employee feedback and a public relation connectivity
with product information etc., or as in the SERFIN project technical maintenance experiences, and
in MERKURIUS University knowledge directed towards small and middle-sized companies.
The Oracle Corp. has a Corporate Repository which is a kind of company knowledge node. This a
container for all sorts of product and company information. The information is stored in different
formats and can be reached via the WWW in anIntranet solution.
The access restrictions to a knowledge node are dependent on (se also figure 8)
knowledge domain; personal, project/company, global,
internal or external (public access),
firewall restrictions including access costs
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Figure 3

3.2

The Knowledge Node can be regarded as ameta knowledge container and access
control mechanism.

Using a knowledge node

During the design and development phase of the SWEBU Knowledge Node, Swedish Building
Research on the World Wide Web, the system gradually evolves in participation with the users. A
special Working Area (Arbetsyta) is designated to support collaboration over the Word Wide Web.
This area will after the system is put in use be transformed to a maintenance area .
The Working Area, WA, is always accessible from any WWW-client (providing you are project
participant). It has three different sub areas, se figure 5.
Reports
Meeting Notes
Note Board
Under Reports each project participant have access to a working report which he/she also can
update. This is done without leaving the present page in the WWW client. When a part of the report
is edited it is not available to the other participants.
The Meeting Notes are updated directly after a scheduled project group meeting and contains
meeting notes and figures. In this way each project participant can independent of computer
platform, space and time access the meeting notes.
The Note Board is used to make propositions available for comments at any time point. It is has
often been used in different projects to put forward design proposals e.g. alternative user interfaces
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and data models (tables in a relational database). An FTP image transfer service is also available
here.
Clicking at the Communication icon (the semaphoring person) activates a communication window
where you can choose between personal or group email, get information about project participants,
and how to connect to the video conference server and even establish a group telephone call.

Figure 4

4.

Entrance from the World Wide Web to the SWEBU system demonstrator ('System') and
working areas ('Arbetsyta').

THE SCALING PROBLEM

As we leave the small scale domain (sometimes referred to as the toy problem domain) and scale up
a single-user rather isolated system we run into different problems, see figure 6.
In addition to the overview in figure 6 we also meet other problems to tackle; simultaneous user
access to distributed knowledge, hardware platform dependencies, knowledge domain
concurrences, security issues, knowledge ownership, and integration of knowledge representations.
Our own experiences going from one user systems with multimedia interfaces to underlying facts
bases are positive. We can use the 1st generation of the DKN namely the World Wide Web to house
the same functionality as in the one user systems. Some of the more important findings are
WWW is a natural base tohouse connected knowledge and enhance communication in
real to delayed time (knowledge node),
security issues is harder to handle (firewall functionality,Intranet isolation),
cross knowledge domain linkage important - vocabularies-proximity-synonyms, high
level common concepts, abstraction hierarchies andmeta knowledge classification,
user model specifications needed - language, search/navigation/association styles,
interests, competencies,
storage needs is not a great problem,
search and navigation feedback from systems is crucial - relevance, completeness,
threshholding, index mechanisms,
filtering and quality marking mechanisms needed,
6
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make a distinction betweennetwork standardized accessible (direct) and specialized
agent controlled (indirect) access,
general models needed to describe global knowledge for constraints on knowledge
topological and flow (trading, ownership etc.). (See '6. Supporting General Models')

Figure 5

When the user click at Work Area (Arbetsyta) in figure 4 he/she enters the project
WWW-based Work Area.

Figure 6

As we scale up our 10 year old one-user systems to globally accessible systems we
encounter a row of scale effects.
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5.

DEMONSTRATOR METHOD

The demonstrator method (incremental prototyping) supports the development of system interfaces
and knowledge structures which support specific application areas. This is a very important fact and
often disregarded in conventional system development where a requirements list/specification is
handed over to the system developers (and eventually carefully studied). Now a continuos
evaluation and appraisal can be properly done
During new IT-tools and artifacts development it will bevery hard to grasp ideas put forward if
they are not visualized and exemplified in a demonstrator environment together with the end users
of the systems (continuos appraisal). We use the demonstrator concept to capture, communicate,
evaluate and implement new (creative) ideas continuously in a dialectic process with the end users
of the system.

Figure 7

The first stages of a demonstrator can be totally designed and developed in a
hypermedia environment before it isupscaled

The system design can be divided into for stages; problem specification (application description synopsis etc.), conceptualmodelling (results in a conceptual model -storyboard, flow diagrams,
entity-relation diagrams etc.),datamodelling (gives database schemes, hypertext linkage, decision
trees, rules, etc.) and implementation (building the real system). In the demonstrator method these
models are continuously updated and of course not at all independent.
6.

SUPPORTING GENERAL MODELS

During the design of a knowledge node adequate models have to be defined on high abstraction
levels to provide a skeleton for understanding, discussion of and linkage to other systems.
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Figure 8

The relation between internalized and externalized knowledge for the personal, project,
and global levels, from (Christiansson, 1995)

We need general models to better perceive the work and organizational changes due to ongoing
paradigm shift. In (Christiansson, 1995) the following top levelmodels are formulated;
Context which contains the Application, User and IT-models with product (function, form,
content) and process facets (objective behaviour over time). The context may be e.g. system design
and development or use of the system.
7.

SYSTEM STRUCTURE

For the free text search mechanisms we use a standard index search machine from Excite
(http://www.excsite.com). More similar packages are available e.g. Personal-, Village- orIntranetAltavista (http://www.altavista.digital.com) and also automatic personal WWW-index making
agents from Hitachi Corp (http://www.zoosoft.com/zooworks/) .
The knowledge augmentation and storage are done near the sources by security and administrative
reasons. Guide lines are available for how knowledge shall be locally stored (as HTML, database
tables, applets, etc.) to be searchable through the knowledge node. A vocabulary is attached and
incremented to minimize semantic ambiguity when communicating with the knowledge base.
The hardware platform used is SUNSparc for the bigger systems and also Apple Macintosh for
initial system design.
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Figure 9

Logical build-up of the SWEBU system. (Christiansson, 1996).

Figure 10 During search in the distributed knowledge space the user can alternate between topdown search in a tree structure and bottom-up in a free text mode.
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8.

USER MODELS

8.1

User product model

The users are classified according to their work tasks and responsibilities. We also introduced the
level of user experience and interest in the selected domain when we build a personal agent to help
the user search and navigate the Internet, (Lagerstedt, et.al., 1996). This agent has a long term
(neural net) and a short term (rule based) memory.
The interest for how intelligent agents can be designed is growing. Newly an international
organization has been founded which aims at structuring and standardizing modules to build
intelligent systems, FIPA, Foundation Intelligent Physical Agents.
8.2

User process model

The computer stored context model influences our expectations when we use the knowledge node.
It makes a task seem easy or difficult, enjoyable, challenging etc. We associate and compare with in
our brain stored patterns which should somehow be in harmony with the computer stored
knowledge and the persons we interact (communicate) with. Virtual Reality, VR, may increase the
presence feeling and user participation and new tools will be invented.
The search and navigation process as well as knowledge augmentation and system maintenance has
been touched upon above. The user must be helped in the process of getting hints about changed
state of interest in the knowledge node. This can be done manually through the communication area
or automatically by an agent doing pre evaluation of incoming information according to the users
specifications.

Figure 11 Depending on how formalized the knowledge is we search in different ways. Anunformalized search can of course be done in a formalized knowledge structure (just regard it as
un-formalized).

The collaborative work aspects are taken into account in the working area. Communication can be
done in real time over the Internet (with video support) or in a delayed fashion with a conference
mechanism (NEWS -server) or directed email. Work can be done on common documents. See also
"3.2 Using a knowledge node." We also designed a low cost distributed virtual reality server (on PC
11

platform) where two persons can work on the same 3D-model and annotate it. Each person is also
visible (if present) as an artifact in the 3D-model to make it easier to collaborate,Lindeman,
(
1996).
9.

KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

Figure 12 For the big knowledge nodes we use an Oracle database as facts base. The Oracle Web
agent also generates some of the HTML code.
Seamless communication with the database is accomplished by a Web agent. Besides the
application knowledge stored in the database it also contains routines to generate HTML (Hypertext
Markup Language) pages and to those attached SQL statements. One of the frames (in Netscape
terminology) of the HTML page contains direct channels to the underlying Oracle database.
As we construct big global knowledge bases the abstraction hierarchies will be further developed in
the DKN as well as the knowledge base learning mechanisms. The work initiated by Douglas
Lenat
in the Cyc-project (from the wordenCYClopedia) follows a top-down approach to formalize
knowledge as facts, logical rules, and heuristics for reasoning about the objects and events of
everyday life, (Cycorp, 1995). A complementary direction is a moreun-formalized and subsymbolic neural network oriented approach e.g. as in the work on Cog ( a set of sensors and
actuators which tries to approximate the sensory and motor dynamics of a human body) lead by
Rodney Brooks at AI-Lab MIT, (COG, 1996).
We use a mix of overlapping knowledge representations depending on content and how the
knowledge is generated. Imagine also what will happen when we implement thousands of TCP/IPconnections to more or less intelligent artifacts in our homes and work environments (mobile phone,
electricity meter, moisture sensors, etc.). The demands on the Dynamic Knowledge Net increases!
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The first steps towards a secure object handling in the DKN has been taken with the introduction of
Java applets. Though "downloading Javaapplets over the Internet to a remote client is just as slow
as downloading a GIF image; for executables over 30 or 40 kilobytes, it can be painful.", comments
from (Jernigan R, 1996). (Rayme R., 1996) talks about a Network centered world versus a desktop
centered (with Java applets). The capacity problems are due to infancy of a global operating
networked system and will lead to further definition of virtual client computers and secure object
handling and storage.
Efforts are underway to define a generic SQL database access framework to control database access
via DBMS-independent Java applications, JBDC, Java Database Connectivity, (Hamilton and
Cattell, 1996).
Finally the COSMO development should be mentioned which is an amalgamation of HTML,
VRML and JAVA. COSMO enables the creation of cross-platform 3D world with interactive
multimedia interfaces. According to (Beazley and Chapman, 1996) VRML, Virtual Reality
Modeling Language, which is based on the Open Inventor modeling language from Silicon
Graphics, already is becoming a de facto standard for transporting 3D models on the World Wide
Web. It can be regarded as a 3D version of the HTML. Models can have different levels of detail
and be animated
10.

CONCLUSIONS

The paper in its first part puts the work in a long term context followed by more practical issues
concerning implementation and experiences. The main conclusions of the work on designing,
building, and using knowledge nodes are;
the underlying models increases our understanding of how to design future knowledge
nodes and concretize our visions,
the collaborative work between different competencies is easier and more effective with
always accessible and augmentable background knowledge,
it is feasible to handle complex distributed knowledge in a networked environment,
multimedia properties can be hosted in the WWW-environment though with high
demands on optimizing response times,
scaling problems are possible to handle but complex,
incremental prototyping in a demonstrator has through the years proved to be an
efficient method to create, communicate and implement ideas
the knowledge nodes we are working on constitute a platform independent framework
of systems that can be dynamically enhanced and meet new requirements (changed
interfaces, new building tools, facts base transformation, etc.)
11.
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